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The world stands on the brink of a trade war as Donald Trump
announces severe tariffs on steel and aluminium - forget the yield
curve - this is how recessions start
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War is stupid
The world stands on the brink of a trade war as Donald Trump
announces severe tariffs on steel and aluminium - forget the yield
curve - this is how…

War

The biggest threat to global growth is a trade war
At the beginning of each year, economists are often asked to list the biggest threats to their
forecasts. This year was no different to most, and though my prognosis was generally favourable,
my biggest risk was trade - namely, that US President Trump would unleash a trade war. Other
analysts have been scrutinising speeches from the Federal Reserve about rate policy, still others,
analysing the slope of the yield curve to gauge recession risk. In my opinion, these are all second
order to a global ramping up of tariffs on trade.

Trade is just about the only thing economists are agreed on - more is better. You might ask, better
for whom? That would be a fair criticism of recent trade deals, gains from which seem to have
accrued to a narrow and already privileged group. But even if such criticisms have merit, it doesn't
mean that less trade is good - for anyone. If it were, then we imagine the Dow Jones would be up
400 points today, not down 400 points on the back of Trump's announcement of "severe tariffs" on
steel and aluminium. Even the USD seems to be in agreement, giving back some of the gains
against the EUR of the last few days, though that may reflect the sharp drop in bond yields and
slight flattening of the curve. 

If Trump does indeed announce tariffs of 25% on imported steel and 10% on imported aluminium,
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then retaliation seems inevitable. And though we may worry about China's reaction (so far they
have been very patient), Canada and Europe seem particularly vexed - not unreasonably given
that national security will probably be used as the excuse for tariffs. Korea and Japan are also big
steel exporters to the US, and Australia a big exporter of the raw materials that third parties
(mainly China) use to make steel. If these US "allies" take the lead with retaliatory tariffs, it will
open the door for China to respond too. 

Korean production - difficult to disentangle
Korean production for January came in stronger than the consensus view, recording a 4.6%YoY
gain (consensus 1.7%, ING f 4.4%). But we aren't sure whether to be happy or concerned. The data
are in all likelihood affected heavily by the Chinese New Year distortions- as all data in this region
are at this time of the year. The stronger year-on-year increase seems to have been boosted by
downward revisions to historical data, whilst the January month on month gain missed slightly on
the downside and was subsumed by a bigger downward revision to the prior month's gain, leaving
production in the December-to-January period essentially unchanged.

We certainly need to see more data to work out exactly what the production momentum is for
Korea. Yesterday's trade data were encouraging, so for now, we prefer to err on the optimistic side,
though not so much that we can envisage any BoK action until much later this year.

Italian elections -just when you thought European politics
looked safe
Europe managed to dodge a number of political bullets last year - the Dutch elections passed
uneventfully, France did not vote for extremism, and Germany's election, though inconclusive, at
least did not usher in a far-right party. With the exception of Germany's CDU/SPD negotiations,
which are still an interesting backstory, the main event risk for Europe this year is the Italian
elections this weekend. Having sounded highly Eurosceptic at times, the popular five-star
movement has been sounding a little more mainstream recently. But polls suggest that we may
come in on Monday morning to another German-style inconclusive poll. Protracted negotiations
will then follow and quite possibly, new elections later on. This probably isn't a substantial negative
to the EUR. Time and again, European countries have proved that they operate quite well without a
government (Netherlands, Belgium...).   

May scrambles for unity on Brexit - tough ask
With a wide spectrum of views to appease, today's speech by UK PM Theresa May will attempt to
please everyone, and in the process, will probably please no-one. The current state of affairs is that
the EU has put forward a framework which crosses many of the UK's red lines for Brexit, whilst May
has put forward a plan which can fairly be described as "cherry picking", and therefore
unacceptable to the EU. 

This doesn't mean that the UK is hurtling towards crashing out of the EU without a deal, This is a
negotiation, and it would be odd if the opening offers were acceptable to either party. But the gulf
seems as wide as ever, and the clock is ticking. Not surprisingly, GBP looks a little vulnerable right
now.  
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Article | 1 March 2018 China | Malaysia...

Asia week ahead: Spotlight on China
China’s Two Sessions will inform on the macro policy directive for 2018.
Philippines inflation and a Malaysian central bank policy meeting are
also…

Source: Shutterstock

China aims for qualitative growth
An annual rite of spring, China’s Two Sessions -- the Chinese People’s Political Consultative
Conference (CPPCC) and the National People’s Congress (NPC) -- will be held on 3rd and 5th of
March. Unlike last year’s GDP target of “around 6.5% growth for 2017”, Premier Li’s annual report to
the NPC may not include a GDP growth target. Instead, the report is likely to focus on achieving
qualitative growth through macro-prudential measures, corporate and financial sector reforms,
greater technological advances in manufacturing and related investments, tighter environmental
protection measures, rural developments, and Belt and Road projects.

The Two Sessions may also discuss taxation reform, especially central and local government splits
of tax revenue. Although this may not yield a concrete result, we anticipate higher budget
spending in 2018 directed toward President Xi’s objective of narrowing the urban-rural divide. As
such, a higher budget deficit than the government’s 3% of GDP line in the sand in recent years
shouldn’t come as a complete surprise. We also expect the authorities to announce a new central
bank (PBoC) governor as Mr. Zhou is moving to another role. The new governor will be someone
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who shares Xi’s gradual reform approach on interest rate and exchange rate liberalisation.

China’s National Statistics Office releases economic data for February, including foreign reserves,
trade, and consumer and producer price inflation. The combined January-February activity growth
will be a good guide to GDP growth in the current quarter.

Philippines central bank calms markets before CPI data
Consumer price inflation for February will be closely watched in the Philippines. The release of
January CPI data showing a bigger-than-expected spike to 4% year-on-year from 3.3% in the
previous month unsettled the markets a month ago. The central bank (BSP) forecasts February
inflation in a 4-4.8% range but it has attempted to calm the markets this time by signalling steady
monetary policy in the near-term. We do not rule out a pre-emptive rate hike as early as March to
stabilise inflation expectations.

4-4.8% BSP's inflation forecast for February
Year-on-year

Malaysian central bank keeps policy on hold
Malaysia's central bank (BNM) holds its monetary policy meeting on 7-Mar. BNM raised its policy
rate by 25 basis points at the last meeting on 25-Jan, describing the move as a  normalisation, not
tightening, of monetary policy. Steady strong growth and slowing inflation support a baseline of a
gradual policy normalisation. We do not expect a move at the forthcoming meeting, but retain our
call of a 25bp hike in the third quarter of 2018.

3.25% BNM policy rate
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Asia Economic Calendar
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Snap | 1 March 2018 Indonesia

Indonesia: Slower inflation bolsters
steady policy rate view
Softer headline and core inflation in February at 3.18% and 2.58%,
respectively, will keep the central bank on a steady policy rate path in
2018. But…

Source: Shutterstock

3.18% February headline inflaiton
Moderate inflation path in 2018

Lower than expected

Bank Indonesia is likely to remain on hold in 2018 with
moderate inflation.
Headline and core inflation slowed to 3.18% and 2.58% from January’s 3.25% and 2.69%,
respectively. Base effects have been positive which would likely extend to most of this year.
However, price pressures could partially offset the base effects. The Indonesian rupiah's weakness
in February of almost 2% YoY is likely to work through the economy. Budgetary pressures may
require further tweaks in subsidised energy prices even as coming elections require stable energy
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prices. This year’s budget assumes oil prices of around $48/bl and an IDR at IDR13500. We have
revised our 2018 average inflation forecast to 3.4% from 3.5% previously. With inflation forecast
within BI’s target range of 2.5% to 3.5%, we expect BI to be on hold for 2018. The risk to these
expectations is a significant adjustment in administered or subsidised prices and a significantly
weaker IDR.
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Snap | 1 March 2018 Philippines

Philippines: No change in policy rate
despite forecast of higher February
inflation
The central bank (BSP) forecasts February inflation of between 4% and
4.8%. BSP insists that there is no need to change policy settings

4% to
4.8%

BSP February inflation
forecast
Unlikely to shift bias to tightening

BSP still sees no need to tighten policy soon
Inflation is expected to be higher than January’s 4% rate. BSP forecasts the February inflation rate
at 4% to 4.8%. We are optimistic and expect the February inflation rate at 4.2% on the view that
the government had moved to address some supply issues. Despite higher inflation expectations
not only for February but also for the near term, BSP reiterates a steady policy rate environment.
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BSP’s senior officials insist that there is no point in tightening since BSP expects inflation to trend to
within the target range over the policy horizon. The steady bias was obvious at the last policy rate
meeting. BSP kept policy rates steady at the 8 February meeting even as it raised the average
inflation forecast to 4.3% in 2018. BSP expects the 2019 inflation average to return to the target
range of 2% to 4%. BSP’s 2019 average inflation forecast is 3.5%. We argued recently that the
likelihood of steady policy rates this year increased considering that the policy lag is 12-18
months. This implies that there is no need to tighten since inflation is expected to return to within
the target range over the policy horizon (by March 2019). Nevertheless, we still believe that a more
forceful reassurance (via a rate hike as early as the March meeting) is needed to stabilise inflation
expectations. We expect an inflation average of 3.9% in 2019 from 3.6% previously.
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